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Board kings landmarks guide

 5w in . b i s e l l . c o m 8 0 0 . 2 3 7 . 7 6 9 1Built-in heater switch (red)Little Green ProHeat® models allow you to raise the water temperature to improve cleaning performance depending on your cleaning needs. Heat indicator When the built-in heater switch is switched on, the heat indicator lamp lights up, indicating that the heater has
reached the correct temperature. The flex chips hose clip leads to the flex vacuum hose being stored around the machine. TurboBrush clipAttaches for 2-in-1 or TurboBrush slot tool storage device. Tough stain brushStandere tool that attaches to flex Hose.Quick Release wrap cordBy remove the power cord, gently turn/rotate quick
release cord wrap clockwise Power Cord, with three-tooth plug, stores on the back of Little Green, wrapping around Quick-Release Cord Wrap. NOTE: Remove the power cord completely before starting operation. Product FeaturesWARNING: Do not use this product on any type of ladder. Do not place the product where it will be stepped
on or kicked during use. Do not place the product on an elevated surface where it can be removed from the surface during use. WARNING: Do not use an extension cord with this device. The use of an extension cord may cause severe electric shock, especially if the extension cord is not electrically higher than that of the product, or if the
extension cord does not have a three-pin ground plug and if the extension cord is not connected to a circuit box with a ground circuit interrupter. Precautions such as keeping all connections from the ground and dry will not eliminate the danger. WARNING: Use only the BISSELL Little Green formula in the waser. The use of cleaning
formulas containing lemon or pine oil can damage this device and void the warranty. Chemical cleaners should also not be used to detect stains or remove solvent-based soil. These products can react with plastics used in cleaner, causing cracking or pitting. Read and download Bissell Cleaners Little Green ProHeat Pet 1425-W Online
User Manual. Download Bissell user manuals, user manuals, . 1425. Warranty. 12. Operation. 7-8. 2. Page 2. 2. We are glad that you bought BISSELL Little Green PROheat.. Your Little Green PROheat is well made and we back it with a limited one year. Disconnect before attaching turbobrush.. . â€œWâ€ or â€œWSâ€ on. . BISSELL 2X
Pet Odour Removal &amp; Stains 32 ounces 9. REaD all InStRUctIonS bEfoRE USInG yoUR poRtablE DEEp clEanER. When using. Little Green PROHeatâ¢ deep cleaner. All. bissell 2X Pet Stain &amp; Fragrance. . â€œWâ€ or â€œWSâ€ on tag sign. . 203-6652 TurboBrushÂ® Tool – Dusk. LITTLE GREEN 1425 Vacuum cleaner pdf
download manual. Also for: Bissell PROHEAT 1425 series vacuum cleaner manual. roduct view Power Switch Clean/Solution Tank 2-in-1 Crevice Tool Tough Stain Brush Tool TurboBrush . Need to Fix 1425 Little Green ProHeat Carpet Cleaner? We have parts, diagrams. bissell we sell only the original Bissell Â® Parts.. Dirty Tank Latch
W/Gasket - Green. $2.30. . Turbo brush. $1.00. User's Guide – Auto Mate. No longer. BISSELL Little Green ProHeat Pet Deluxe Carpet Cleaner with trial size bottles. $1.00. New, but lacks manual and cleaning fluid. Light. bissel Little Green pro-heat turbo brush for cleaning upholstery site 1425 — w. $ 30.00. Bissell Little Green ProHeat
Pet Portable Deep Cleaner, 1425W. Green. Assembled product dimensions (L x W x H). 8.24 x 17.25 x 12.50 inches. . I still saw the stain, so I did it with a turbo brush, again I still see the stain. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Table of Contents 13 When using an electrical appliance, observe basic precautions, including: Read all instructions
before using auto-care® WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock or injury: ■Do not use for purposes other than those described in this user manual. ■Use only BISSELL cleaners intended for use in this unit. ■Use only the equipment manufacturer's recommended accessories. ■Do not expose to rain, store indoors. ■Do not
operate the Plug or Auto Care device® ProHeat with wet hands. ■Do not leave ® ProHeat when connected. ■Do not insert any object into the openings of the device or use it with the holes locked. Keep free of dust, curls, hair and anything that can reduce airflow. ■Do not expose hair, loose clothing, fingers or body parts to openings or
moving parts. ■Keep the device on a level surface. ■Take special care when cleaning stairs. ■Do not wear the device during use. ■Never spray on humans or animals. ■Do not allow to be used as an oval. Pay special attention when used by or near children. ■Do not collect hot or burning items. ■Do not collect flammable or flammable
materials (lighter liquid, gasoline, kerosene, etc.) or use in the presence of explosive liquids or fumes. ■Do not collect toxic materials (chlorine bleach, ammonia, cleaning agent, sewerage, petrol, etc.). ■Do not use the device in a closed room filled with fumes given away with oil paint, paint spreaders, certain protection substances for the
dark, flammable dust or other explosive or toxic vapours. ■Do not pull or wear with a string, use the cable as a handle, close the door on a string, pull around sharp corners or edges, run the device through a wire or expose the wire to heated surfaces. ■Do not use with a damaged cable or plug. ■Turn off all controls before disconnecting.
■Disconnect the turbobrush before getting wet. ■Unplug from the power socket when not in use and before performing maintenance and troubleshooting. ■Do not use Auto Care® ProHeat if it has been dropped, damaged, left outside or thrown into water. It was renovated at an Authorized Service Center. ■Unplug the plug, not the cable.
Do not disconnect by pulling the string. ■Always connect to a properly grounded outlet; see grounding instructions. ■Do not modify the 3-pin frog plug. WRITE DOWN THESE GROUND INSTRUCTIONS INSTRUCTIONS This device must be connected to a grounded wiring system. If it should malfunction or decompose, grounding
provides a safe path of the lowest resistance for electric current, reducing the risk of electric shock. The cable for this device has a groundwire for the equipment and a grounding plug. It must be connected only to an outlet that is properly installed and grounded in accordance with all local codes and regulations. Grounded outlets
Grounding Pin WARNING: Improper connection of the on-board cable of the device may result in the risk of electric shock. Contact a qualified electrician or service technician if you are not sure if the outlet is properly grounded. DO NOT MODIFY THE PLUG-IN. If it does not fit into the socket, they have the appropriate socket installed by a
qualified electrician. This device is designed for use in a nominal 120 V circuit and has a grounding plug that looks like the plug in the figure above. Make sure that the device is plugged into an outlet with the same configuration as the plug. Do not use a plug adapter with this device. This model is for home use only. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Table of Contents 13 Have you ever wanted to own your own board game, all along with houses, hotels, interesting tiles to step on, and other players who can come to the board and play on it a little? Well, Board Kings does it all and more. The game allows you to build your own board
game, expand it by adding more tiles, build and upgrade your house tiles to get more coins, step on one, and visit other player boards to get huge rewards, destroy their buildings, and steal money! What not to like? Now the game starts slowly, with you with a small board with just a dozen tiles. By throwing the dice, you will receive coins
for entering each tile, with special buildings (bank, train station, outpost and gem bank), which gives you special bonuses. For example, stepping on a police station will send a police car and place it on a random tile, thus blocking any player (other than you of course) who is lucky enough to turn them on and land on with the radio. The
bank gives huge coin bonuses for stepping on it, while the train station leads to the board of another player. Stepping on the gem bank will give you some gems as a bonus. There is also a tile of cards (as in Monopoly) that gives special prizes when you put on. Now, Board Kings is a relatively easy game to play, right? Roll the dice, travel
the board, collect money and bunnies (bunnies are needed for most upgrades) and expand and upgrade your board with earned coins. But, Board Kings hides some of its mechanics, making players lose money, chose expensive upgrades, and spend unnecessary real money. We played the game for hours, found some tricks that can
push you forward in the game, making the game easier and we collected them all in this guide. Stay with us and learn how to build a huge board empire! 1. Improve cheaper tiles First Most tiles participating in the board are without bonuses. When stepped on, they give a certain amount of coins. They are displayed as houses, and each of
them can be modernized. Now, although some are asking for more coins to upgrade, they all give you the same amount of coins. For example, upgrading normal tiles to level 2 will provide five additional coins for board entry. So, upgrade the cheaper tiles first, and only after all the cheap ones are upgraded continue to upgrade the rest.
Thus, you will earn more coins because there will be more upgraded tiles on board, and you will, in the long run, upgrade all normal tiles faster. Remember that these regular tiles can be upgraded indefinitely and higher levels will ask for gems. So, when you notice that regular tiles ask for gems in order to upgrade, finish leveling up other
tiles (the ones that only ask for coins) before leveling up gem-hungry tiles. 2. It is better to wait for your skates to fully replenish before you start playing, when you start Kings Planners, you will receive a certain amount of freerolls. After spending them, there are two options. You can either pay gems (which you can win by playing or buy
with real money) for new skates or you can wait for your skates to be completed. Now it is better to wait for the roller meter to fill completely (to get 30 rolls) than to have only a few rolls at your disposal. By waiting for the counter to fill to the max you will be able to play longer to earn more coins and upgrade more home tiles. Playing only a
few rolls (you get for each hour) you won't earn - in most cases - enough coins to upgrade, so there will be a surplus of coins on board that can be stolen by other players. The best strategy is to play all the rolls and then spend as many coins as you can so that the coin stash ends up as modest as only possible. This way, other players
won't find your board so interesting because they won't be able to lots of coins from you. Because, in addition to stealing coins, other players can also destroy their buildings, having a tiny coin stash will make you less interesting for other players to visit your board. You will be left alone and will not have to spend coins to repair damaged
buildings. 3. When choosing players to invade, choose those who have the most bunny are collected in the same way as coins - by stepping on houses. You can also earn them by upgrading your buildings and finishing quests. The more bunny a player has, the more chances a player has of stored a lot of coins in their stash. So when
choosing which player to invade, always choose one with the most hares collected. 4. Don't spend money on a slot machine; It can only give you new game data in Board Kings, there are dozens of new game characters (called totems) to unlock. They won't give you any bonus, nor will they give you more coins for entering houses or
banks. You can unlock new figures by going to the slot machine. The machine will give you free gifts from time to time, but in most cases, you will ask for 30 gems to give you a reward. Since rewards only contain new numbers, it is better not to spend hard-earned gems on them and use the slot machine only if there is an option for a free
reward. 5. When arrested, it is better to pay a fine than to issue rolls to try to roll doubles When you visit other player boards, you can get arrested by stepping on the tiles occupied by the police car. You'll end up getting arrested and the only way to get your freedom is to roll doubles. The game gives you the opportunity to pay a certain
amount of coins to get out of jail. Since turning twice is quite difficult, and for this, you need a lot of rolls we recommend you pay a fine coin instead of trying to roll doubles. Fines usually cost just a few hundred coins, which can be earned again with just a few rolls. It's certainly better than issuing valuable skates to get a double. 6. Don't
watch ads, they're not worth the time Board Kinks will offer you to watch ads in order to get extra rolls. Watching ads for rewards is helpful in most other games that offer this option, as rewards can be very helpful. Unfortunately, this is not the case with Board Kings. You see, ads usually last half a minute, and the reward is only one extra
throw! Watching a video ad for half a minute just to be able to roll the dice again is a bad offer. Just don't waste your time on advertising, the reward is too modest. The only time it can help is when you are a few hundred coins short to buy a home upgrade. Only then can watching ads make you good, because with one roll you can earn up
to a thousand coins. So, if you need one hundred coins, but you have left without a roll, watch the ad. In all other situations, decline the offer. 7. Save gems to buy extra rolls of Gems are luxury in-game currencies. You can earn them by going to the gem bank or win when visiting other player boards. They can also be purchased for real
money, and 80 gems give you ten extra rolls. Although this looks like a poor offer, sometimes it can be a life-saving offer. Save your gems and spend them to buy extra rolls only if you really need these skates. For example, you have run out of rolls, but you have almost the exact number of coins needed to upgrade. Or when you only
need a few extra skates to send a few more radios before you leave the game. Remember that it can be very helpful, but use it only when you really need it. This way you will be able to spend all your coins before leaving the game, making your board less interesting for other players. Thank you for reading our Kings Board Guide. We
hope it was a helpful read and we hope you've learned something to help you build the perfect game board. The advice we've given you in the guide will make early play easier and keep other players from attacking your board as often as other player boards. Remember that do not spend gems on extra rolls and do not leave a lot of coins
in the stash before leaving the game, these two things are very important to remember. Thanks for reading and happy games! Games!
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